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About This Content

This pack includes

Unique frigate Object NY18

5000 Galactic Standards!

Warning Identical packs can not be activated on the same account twice!
Warning  Identical ships from different purchased packs are not compensated!

For the first time a ship of this type was discovered on one of the satellites of the gas giant MOA-2011-BLG-322. The titanic
ancient ship was abandoned for millennia. By pure chance, it was discovered by treasure hunters. A working mini-shipyard was
found on board, which enabled Ellydium Corporation to quickly launch mass production of similar vessels, but much smaller.

These ships were transferred to the UMC for testing.

Galactic Standards are used as a universally recognized monetary unit for the purchase of unique goods and services in the Star
Conflict universe. With Galactic Standards your progress in the game will become easier and more comfortable.

If you purchase multiple DLC, bonuses to credits, synergy and loyalty are stacked. Together they give a bigger bonus! Premium
license time and Galactic Standards are also stacked!

You save your time and go straight into battle!
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Title: Star Conflict: Journey - Object NY18
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Star Gem Inc.
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0 GHz, Intel Pentium 4 / AMD Athlon II

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Video Card: 512 MB, NVidia / AMD Radeon / Intel (HD 3000, HD 4000) with support for Pixel Shader 3.0 (AMD Radeon
X1000 not supported)

Hard Disk Space: 6 GB

Additional: Broadband Internet connection

English,Russian,French,German,Portuguese,Polish,Hungarian,Czech,Ukrainian
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The game is awesome keep up the good work and dont give up on the game!. Basically the only ship in the game where
everywhere is forward and backward. It doesnt have any dedicated thrusters.
Other than that, you can upgrade it like the Ellydium ships (well, it's one too) but that's about it. It's not really op as you can still
die easily if you play dumb,. If you wanted a mini destroyed with unique playstyle
get this thing.
it's totally worth it
The ships is contain :

- Upgradeable nodes
you can farm the "Enriched Monocrystal" daily, and sometimes at the open space task, the requirement of it not really massive
so its gonna take 2 day or so if you doesn't have one yet.

- Frigate Guard type
Hell, i love tanky stuff, and not like other frigate type, this one is speedy and slippery.
thought the shield is kinda paper compared to other guard ships at the same tier.

- Extra 5K Galactic Standards
it's maybe not much for pay to win users but, for poor man like me that need to save me a whole month to get this ship its really
helpful, either i can buy the resource materials when i lazy (i never did this thought) or buying some active modules that hard to
get.. Kool Ship i love this thing, best part is the upgrade aspect of it. My other fav thing about the UFO is every direction is
forward so no having to turn around in a bulky ship to face oncoming traffic.
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